2019 TOPS NATIONAL TESTING

FLOOR EXERCISE
Please note:
•

Floor Exercise is given a value of Ten (10) points.

•

Each skill within Floor exercise will be given a value to add up to Ten (10) points.

•

Elements (or combinations) will be given ½ credit if spotted or touched.

•

Floor exercise scoring will be weighted as follows:
o

Dance = 20%

Acro = 80%

•

Coaches are allowed to stand near the gymnast (without blocking the view of the tester).

•

Coaches are encouraged to spot “non – sticking skills.

•

The figures are a GUIDELINE to assist with learning the routines. There is flexibility within the text of the routines to
allow for choices. NOT ALL of the choices are shown in the pictures. When in doubt, follow the written word of the
text.

•

The evaluation emphasis will be on technique, form, execution, and body shape throughout the major elements.

•

In order to accommodate the performance of the next sequence, the gymnast is allowed to walk to the edge /corner
of the Floor / raised surface with no deduction.

•

NO additional matting is allowed on Floor Exercise.

•

Arm positions are to be executed to allow the gymnast to show the best posture to suit her level of flexibility and body
composition. There is no deduction for specificity of arm positions as long as good posture is shown and the
guidelines below are followed.
o

If an arm position or pathway is not specifically noted in the text, it is optional.

o

Whenever high position arms are indicated, arms may be:

o

o

§

Curved overhead (crown) or slightly back with the shoulders pressed down.

§

Straight overhead or pressed back behind the head with the rib cage flat and pressed down.

§

Straight with the arms pressed back and out sideward in diagonal line with the rib cage flat and
pressed down.

Whenever side-middle position arms are indicated, arms may be:
§

Directly side of the shoulders with the shoulders down with the rib cage flat and pressed down.

§

Slightly above or below and pressed back behind the shoulders with the rib cage flat and pressed
down.

Whenever sideward-diagonally-upward position arms are indicated, arms may be:
§

Directly side of the shoulders with the shoulders down with the rib cage flat and pressed down.

§

Arms pressed back behind the shoulders with the rib cage flat and pressed down.

•

Whenever the text states to “step,” the proper dance technique is to step through the foot (toe, ball, heel) with the feet
turned out slightly.

•

The sequences may be reversed in its entirety; however, no single element may be reversed, unless indicated by an
asterisk (*).

•

NO re-tests will be permitted.

•

Floor exercise ACRO will be performed in TWO (2) separate “Rounds”.
o

Round ONE
§ EIGHT (8) year olds will compete sequences ONE, TWO, and THREE.
§ NINE (9) year olds will compete sequences ONE, TWO, and THREE and FOUR.
§ TEN (10) year olds will compete sequences ONE, TWO, and THREE and FOUR.

o

Round TWO—To be performed after all gymnasts have completed
Round ONE
§ EIGHT (8) year olds will compete the ACRO SERIES.
§ NINE (9) year olds will compete the ACRO SERIES.
§ TEN (10) year olds will compete the ACRO SERIES.

•

Floor exercise DANCE will be performed in TWO Passages performed one right after the other.

EIGHT (8) YEARS OLD NATIONAL TESTING SEQUENCES
ROUND ONE
ACRO SEQUENCE ONE
(*) FRONT HANDSPRING STEP-OUT, FRONT HANDSPRING STEP-OUT, FRONT
HANDSPRING TWO FEET, REBOUND

Starting Position: The gymnast begins in the corner of the floor with the feet together.
ARMS: Optional.
From one (1) to three (3) running steps, hurdle with both arms diagonally-forward-upward showing a slightly closed shoulder
angle, reach both hands forward and place them on the floor side-by-side, shoulder width apart while kicking the Left leg
backward-upward overhead. As the hands contact the floor, forcefully extend through the shoulders creating a powerful
backward-upward movement. Rotate the body in a tight stretched position to execute a FRONT HANDSPRING STEP-OUT.
Repeat a second FRONT HANDSPRING STEP-OUT. Repeat a third FRONT HANDSPRING to land on TWO FEET.
Immediately REBOUND forward. The gymnast is encouraged to be moving forward at the completion of the REBOUND.
Note: The coach is allowed to assist (spot) the landing of the REBOUND without penalty.
While executing the FRONT HANDSPRING STEP-OUTS, the goal of the skill is to accelerate and rotate quickly. A large,
high block should be avoided. It should resemble a powerful front walkover with minimal flight and height. It is acceptable
technique to lean both shoulders (planche) over the wrists while activating the backward kick.
ARMS: The shoulder angle opens on the post-flight phase of the FRONT HANDSPRING STEP-OUTS.
(It is NOT required to show an open shoulder angle throughout if using the “planching” technique, just at the end of the skill.)
FOCUS: On the hands throughout with the head neutral, chin forward.
Walk to the corner and turn around to prepare for the next SEQUENCE.

ROUND ONE
ACRO SEQUENCE TWO
(*) ROUND-OFF, FLIC FLAC, FLIC FLAC, BACKWARD SALTO TUCKED

Starting Position: The gymnast begins standing with both feet together on a raised surface (spring board or panel mat)
placed in the corner of the floor.
ARMS: Optional.
Jump with two (2) feet, power hurdle off the panel mat to the floor and execute a ROUND-OFF to create backward power and
acceleration. Immediately punch off both feet reaching back forcefully with the arms to execute a fast FLIC-FLAC.
Immediately repeat a second FLIC-FLAC. Upon landing the FLIC-FLAC on the balls of the feet, immediately rebound
(punch) with the body straight, the head neutral, and the arms reaching upward. As the body rises, (leaving the floor by
vertical), lift the knees forward-upward towards the hands to achieve a minimum of a 90º tuck position (hip and knee angle).
Hand grasp of the legs is optional. Continue to rotate upward and backward as the hips rotate over the head to execute a
BACKWARD SALTO TUCKED. In preparation for the landing, extend the body from the tucked position. Land in demi-plié
in a balanced and controlled position (“stick”). Pause.
ARMS: Diagonally-forward-upward showing a slightly closed shoulder angle on the hurdle and high throughout the Roundoff, Flic-Flac, and take-off for the Backward Salto. Arms are optional during the salto. Upon landing the salto, the arm position
is optional.
Extend the legs to finish in a straight stand.
ARMS: The arms finish in sideward-diagonally-upward.
Walk to the corner and turn around to prepare for the next SEQUENCE.

ROUND ONE
ACRO SEQUENCE THREE
BACKWARD SALTO TUCKED

Starting Position: The gymnast begins standing with both feet together on a raised surface (spring board or panel mat)
placed in the corner of the floor.
ARMS: Optional.
Demi-plié both legs and lower the torso slightly. Jumping off the raised surface, extend the torso and dynamically extend the
knees while lifting the knees forward-upward to achieve a minimum or 90° tuck position (hip and knee angle). Hand grasp of
the legs is optional.
Continue to rotate upward and backward as the hips rotate over the head to execute a BACKWARD SALTO TUCKED.
In preparation for the landing, extend the body from the TUCKED position to land with the chest upright.
Land in demi-plié in a balance and controlled position (“stick”).
Extend the legs to finish in a straight stand.
ARMS: Optional in preparation and landing for the SALTO. Move to high, then open to sidewarddiagonally-upward on finish.
This is the completion of ROUND ONE. ROUND TWO, the ACRO SERIES will begin when all gymnasts have completed
ROUND ONE.

ROUND TWO
ACRO SERIES
(*) FRONT LIMBER, FORWARD ROLL PIKED

Starting Position: The gymnast begins standing with both feet together on the side of the floor inside
the border to prepare for the Acro SERIES. This SERIES must be performed in a straight line horizontal
to the judges.
If reversing the FRONT LIMBER, point the Left foot forward.
Point the Right foot forward. Transfer the weight onto the Right foot to execute a “mountain climber entrance” (figure 2) on
the Right leg.
Lift the Left leg backward-upward maintaining a straight line from the hands, torso, and Left leg while reaching for the floor.
Kick the Left leg backward-upward as the torso lowers.
Push off the floor with the Right leg to arrive in a HANDSTAND with legs together, arms straight, shoulders open and
extended, hip angle open and flat, and focus on the hands showing a straight line from the wrists to the ankles. Hold two (2)
seconds.
Continue to open the shoulder angle past the hands and arch the upper back, lowering the straight legs toward the floor.
Place the feet flat on the floor shoulder-width apart or closer with the legs bent to bridge position. Immediately press both
hips and thighs forward, push from the hands and stand up to finish in a straight stand with feet apart or side by side.
FOCUS: Head stays back, connected to the arms on the finish of the LIMBER.
Plié both legs and jump off both feet extending both legs to execute a FORWARD ROLL PIKED. As the hands make contact
with the floor, lower the back of the head and shoulders onto the floor by tucking the chin to the chest keeping the back
rounded.
As the buttocks approach the floor, place the hands at the sides of the body to push to a PIKE stand with the face close to
the legs. The legs must remain straight throughout the roll.

PIKE-UP TO HANDSTAND WITH (*) ½ (180°) TURN TO PIKE-DOWN, BACKWARD
ROLL TO HANDSTAND, BACKWARD ROLL TO HANDSTAND WITH (*) ½ (180°)
TURN TO PUSH-UP POSITION, TUCK STAND, STRAIGHT STAND

Maintaining straight legs, immediately, PIKE-UP to a HANDSTAND with the feet together. It is allowed to slightly “jump” off
the toes / feet to initiate the PIKE-UP. Execute a ½ (180°) TURN in the HANDSTAND. The technique of the TURNING
action is optional.
At the completion of the ½ (180°) TURN, maintaining straight legs, PIKE-DOWN to a PIKE stand on two (2) feet. The hands
remain on the floor in the PIKE stand.
ARMS: High throughout.
With the legs straight OR bent, begin rolling backward with the head tucked, chin to the chest. With the arms straight and
hands turned inward, reach back to place the sides of the little fingers (heel of the hands) on the floor behind the head no
wider than shoulder width and execute a BACKWARD ROLL TO HANDSTAND with the legs together. The hands are
allowed to shift or hop into the handstand phase. Repeat and execute a second BACKWARD ROLL TO HANDSTAND with
the legs together. Before OR after the HANDSTAND is attained, execute a ½ (180°) TURN on the hands. The technique of
the TURN is optional.
At the completion of the ½ (180°) TURN, maintaining a hollow-body position, lower the body to a PUSH-UP POSITION with
the legs together and the balls of the feet on the floor. PAUSE.
ARMS: Remain in high.
“Jump” both feet forward to arrive in a TUCK STAND with both hands remaining on the floor. Extend both legs to finish in a
STRAIGHT STAND.
ARMS: Left both arms forward-upward to high. This is the completion of ROUND TWO.

DANCE PASSAGES
(The dance passages must be performed connected as one (1) in a straight line
horizontal to the judges.)
DANCE PASSAGE ONE
Pose, FORWARD CHASSÉ OR RUN, (*) SWITCH-LEG LEAP (180°), STRAIGHT LEG
SKIPS (RIGHT and LEFT), FOUETTÉ HOP TO ARABESQUE, POSE

If reversing the SWITCH LEAP using the FORWARD CHASSÉ entrance, step forward Right to perform a FORWARD
CHASSÉ Right.

Standing upright inside the border. Leg position, arms, and focus are optional.
FORWARD CHASSÉ Entrance into LEAP: Step forward onto the Left foot (turned out slightly) through 4th position demiplié. Push off the floor with both feet to execute a FORWARD CHASSÉ, closing the Right foot behind the Left foot in the air
(tight 5th position). Land in demi-plié on the Right leg, with the Left foot turned out slightly. The Left leg is pointing down
toward the floor.
ARMS: Move both arms to side-middle.
If reversing the SWITCH LEAP using the RUN entrance, step forward starting with the Left foot.

RUN Entrance into LEAP: Step forward Right and continue with the text.
Take two (2) long steps (or low straight leg run) Left, right in demi-plié, then swing the straight Left leg forward-upward to a
minimum of 45° and push off the floor with the Right leg. While in flight, dynamically swing the Left leg backward while
simultaneously swinging the Right leg forward to execute a SWITCH-LEG LEAP with a minimum of 180° even leg separation
in flight.
Land on the Right leg in demi-plié with the Left leg extended backward passing through a low arabesque position. The
emphasis is on good upper body posture with extend arms and legs.
ARMS: Optional.
If the SWITCH LEAP was reversed, the gymnast must continue reversing the text all the way and including the FOUETTÉ
HOP.

Step forward onto the Left foot through demi-plié. Swing the Right leg forward-upward to a minimum of horizontal while
simultaneously pushing off the floor, extending the Left leg through the hip, knee, ankle and toes swinging the Left leg
backward slightly behind the body to execute a STRAIGHT LEG SKIP RIGHT. Land in demi-plié on the Left foot.
ARMS: On the forward step, lower both arms sideward-downward to low OR reach backward-downward to low. On the leg
swing, lift the arms forward-upward to high and remain in high on landing.
Step forward onto the Right foot through demi-plié. Swing the Left leg forward-upward to a minimum of horizontal while
simultaneously pushing off the floor, extending the
Right leg through the hip, knee, ankle and toes swinging the Right leg backward slightly behind the body to execute a
STRAIGHT LEG SKIP LEFT. Land in demi-plié on the Right foot.
ARMS: On the forward step, lower both arms sideward-downward to low OR reach backward-downward to low. On the leg
swing, lift the arms forward-upward to high and remain in high on landing.

Step forward onto the Left foot through demi-plié. Swing the Right leg forward-upward to a minimum of horizontal while
simultaneously pushing off the floor, extending the Left leg through the hip, knee, ankle and toes. When the Right leg is at
the peak of the swing, turn the body ½ (180°) turn to the Left to execute the FOUETTÉ HOP. At the completion of the ½
(180°) turn, land in demi-plié on the Left foot with the Right leg extended in the air a minimum of 45° below horizontal in an
ARABESQUE.
ARMS: On the forward step, lower both arms sideward-downward to low OR reach backward-downward to low. On the leg
swing, lift the arms forward-upward to high and remain in high during the turn. Open both arms to side-middle on landing.
Immediately transfer the weight backward onto the Left foot to execute a POSE with the Right foot pointed forward on the
floor.
ARMS: Lift both arms sideward-upward to high.

DANCE PASSAGE TWO
Pose, (*) 1/1 (360°) TURN CHOICES: (PASSÉ, HORIZONTAL or 180° SPLIT),
(*) LEG KICK CHOICES: (RING KICK, EN CLOCHE RING KICK, FORWARD LEG
KICK, SIDEWARD LEG KICK, BACKWARD LEG KICK, NEEDLE LEG KICK),
(*) STRETCH JUMP WITH 1/1 (360°) TURN, (*) SPLIT JUMP (180°), STRADDLE JUMP
(180°)
If reversing the 1/1 (360º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ, step forward Right and point the Left foot
forward.

(*) 1/1 (360°) TURN PASSÉ
Transfer the weight to the Right foot. The turn preparation is optional.
ARMS: Optional.
Execute a 1/1 (360º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ to the Right in relevé, bending the Left knee forward and pulling the
pointed Left foot forward to touch the Right knee (forward passé).

ARMS: The arms are in high throughout the turn. The pathway to move the arms to high from the preparation is optional.

OR

(*) 1/1 (360°) TURN HORIZONTAL
Transfer the weight to the Right foot. The turn preparation is optional.
ARMS: Optional.
Transfer the weight to the Right foot. Lift the Left leg upward-back. Immediately, perform a sideward circular action (rond de
jambe) moving the Right leg to a minimum of HORIZONTAL to execute a 1/1 (360°) TURN to the right on a straight leg in
relevé. The leg position must be attained within the first 45°- ⅛ of the TURN and maintained to the completion of the TURN.
ARMS: Optional.

OR

(*) 1/1 (360°) TURN 180° SPLIT
Transfer the weight to the Right foot. The turn preparation is optional.
ARMS: Optional.
Transfer the weight to the Right foot. Swing the Left leg upward and grasp the Left leg with both hands and execute a 1/1
(360°) TURN to the right in a 180° SPLIT on a straight Right leg in relevé .
AT THE COMPLETION OF ANY OF THE TURN CHOICES:
Step forward Left onto the Left leg in demi-plié (straight leg is also acceptable). Immediately straighten the Left leg to stand
with the Right leg extended backward with the Right foot pointed on the floor OR step forward Left and close the Right foot
behind the Left foot in relevé “lock” stand.
ARMS: Side-middle.
If the 1/1 (360°) TURN was reversed step one (1) or two (2) steps to return to prepare for the KICK.

The following text provides the gymnast with 6 choices for the KICK. Choose 1.
(*) RING KICK
Step forward one or two steps based on TURN.
Dynamically swing the Left leg backward-upward to execute a RING position.
The upper back should be arched with the head released. At the peak of the
KICK, it is not necessary for the foot to touch the head; however, the Left foot
must be a minimum of head height (crown).
ARMS: Optional.

(*) SWING (En cloche) RING KICK
Step forward one or two steps based on TURN. Swing
the Left leg forward to a minimum of 45°.
ARMS: Optional.
Dynamically swing the Left leg backward-upward to
execute a RING position. The upper back should be
arched with the head released. At the peak of the KICK,
it is not necessary for the foot to touch the head;
however, the Left foot must be a minimum of head height
(crown).
ARMS: Optional.

(*) FORWARD LEG KICK
Step forward one or two steps based on TURN. Step Left onto a
straight Left leg in relevé.
Swing the Right leg forward to a minimum of shoulder height. At
the height of the kick, the Left knee should be at the same height
of the Left shoulder.
ARMS: Optional.

(*) SIDEWARD LEG KICK
Step forward one or two steps based on TURN. Step
forward onto a straight Left leg in relevé.
Swing the Right leg sideward to a minimum of shoulder
height. (The leg should be kicked behind the arm placed
directly to the side or slightly behind the shoulder.)
ARMS: Optional.

(*) BACKWARD LEG KICK
Step forward one or two steps based on TURN. Step
forward onto a straight Right leg in relevé.
Swing the Left leg backward to a minimum of
shoulder height.
ARMS: Optional.

(*) NEEDLE LEG KICK

Step forward one or two steps based on TURN.
Step forward onto a straight Right leg (not in
relevé).
Swing the Left leg backward-upward to a minimum
of 180° split.
ARMS: Optional.

At the completion of the KICK:
Step forward Left and close the Right foot beside the Left foot. Demi-plié.
ARMS: Optional.

STRETCH JUMP WITH 1/1 (360°) TURN

Push off the floor, extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a STRETCH
JUMP WITH 1/1 (360°) TURN to the Right. Demi-plié on landing.
ARMS: High during the JUMP. The pathway to high is optional. Optional on the landing.
Extend both legs to finish in a straight stand.
ARMS: High.

SPLIT JUMP (180°) - STRADDLE JUMP (180°)

Demi-plié both legs.
ARMS: Optional.
Push off the floor, extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a SPLIT JUMP with a 180° even
leg separation.
ARMS: High during the JUMP. The pathway to high is optional.
Close the legs upon landing.
ARMS: The arms may be ANYWHERE from high to low.
Immediately punch off the floor, extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a STRADDLE JUMP
with a minimum of 180° leg separation.
ARMS: High during the JUMP. The pathway to high is optional.
Close both legs and demi-plié on landing.
ARMS: Optional on landing.
Extend both legs to finish in a straight stand.
ARMS: High.

NINE (9) YEARS OLD NATIONAL TESTING SEQUENCES
ROUND ONE

ACRO SEQUENCE ONE

(*) FRONT HANDSPRING STEP-OUT, FRONT HANDSPRING TWO FEET, FRONT
SALTO TUCKED

From one (1) to three (3) running steps, hurdle with both arms diagonally-forward-upward showing a slightly closed shoulder
angle and reach both hands forward and place them on the floor side-by-side, shoulder width apart while kicking the Left leg
backward-upward overhead. As the hands contact the floor, forcefully extend through the shoulders creating a powerful
backward-upward movement. Rotate the body in a tight stretched position to execute a FRONT HANDSPRING STEP-OUT.
Repeat a second FRONT HANDSPRING to land on TWO FEET.
While executing the FRONT HANDSPRING STEP-OUT, the goal of the skill is to accelerate and rotate quickly. A large, high
block should be avoided. It should resemble a powerful front walkover with minimal flight and height. It is acceptable
technique to lean both shoulders (planche) over the wrists while activating the backward kick.
ARMS: The shoulder angle opens on the post-flight phase of the skill.
(It is NOT required to show an open shoulder angle throughout if using the “planching” technique, just at the end of the skill.)
FOCUS: On the hands throughout with the head neutral, chin forward.
Upon landing the FRONT HANDSPRING to TWO FEET, immediately punch off both feet. As the body rises, lift the hips
upward while inverting the body, rounding the upper back and bending at the hips and knees to achieve a tight tucked
position to execute a FORWARD SALTO TUCKED. Land the SALTO on two feet in a controlled demi-plié OR, immediately
move /rebound / run forward continuing the forward momentum of the acro series. Re-gain balance and come to a controlled
straight stand.
ARMS: High on take-off for the SALTO. Optional during the SALTO. If choosing a “controlled demi-plié” landing, press the
arms to side-middle. If choosing to immediately rebound the arms should be high. High on the finish.
Walk to the corner and turn around to prepare for the next SEQUENCE.

ROUND ONE

ACRO SEQUENCE TWO

(*)ROUND-OFF; FLIC FLAC, FLIC FLAC; FLIC FLAC, BACKWARD SALTO
STRETCHED, REBOUND

Starting Position: The gymnast begins standing with both feet together on a raised surface (spring board or panel mat)
placed in the corner of the floor.
ARMS: Optional.
Jump with two (2) feet, power hurdle off the panel mat to the floor and execute a ROUND-OFF to create backward power and
acceleration. Immediately punch off both feet reaching back forcefully with the arms to execute a fast FLIC-FLAC.
Immediately repeat a second FLIC-FLAC. Upon landing the FLIC-FLAC on the balls of the feet, immediately rebound
(punch) with the body straight, the head neutral, and the arms reaching upward.
As the body rises, (leaving the floor by vertical continue to rotate upward and backward as the hips rotate over the head to
execute a BACKWARD SALTO STRETCHED. In preparation for the landing, finish the “snap-down action” to continue the
backward momentum.
ARMS: Diagonally-forward-upward showing a slightly closed shoulder angle on the hurdle and high throughout the ROUNDOFF, FLIC-FLAC, and take-off for the BACKWARD SALTO STRETCHED. Arms are optional during the SALTO. Upon
landing, the arm position is high.
Continue creating backward momentum and immediately rebound forcefully backward out of the BACKWARD SALTO
STRETCHED.
ARMS: Remain high.
Note: A coach is strongly advised to assist (spot) the landing of the rebound (WITHOUT penalty).
Walk to the corner and prepare for the next SEQUENCE.

ROUND ONE

ACRO SEQUENCE THREE

BACKWARD SALTO TUCKED

Starting Position: The gymnast begins standing with both feet together on a raised surface (spring board or panel mat)
placed in the corner of the floor.
ARMS: Optional.
Demi-plié both legs and lower the torso slightly. Jumping off the raised surface, extend the torso and dynamically extend the
knees while lifting the knees forward-upward to achieve a minimum or 90° tuck position (hip and knee angle). Hand grasp of
the legs is optional.
Continue to rotate upward and backward as the hips rotate over the head to execute a BACKWARD SALTO TUCKED.
In preparation for the landing, extend the body from the TUCKED position to land with the chest upright.
Land in demi-plié in a balance and controlled position (“stick”).
Extend the legs to finish in a straight stand.
ARMS: Optional in preparation and landing for the SALTO. Move to high, then open to sidewarddiagonally-upward on finish.

FRONT SALTO TUCKED

Step back up onto the raised surface.
Starting Position: The gymnast begins standing with both feet together on a raised surface (spring board or panel mat)
placed in the corner of the floor.
ARMS: Optional.
Jump with two (2) feet off the raised surface to the floor and immediately punch off both feet. As the body rises, lift the hips
upward while inverting the body, rounding the upper back and bending at the hips and knees to achieve a tight tucked
position to execute a FORWARD SALTO TUCKED. Land the SALTO on two feet to a controlled “stick” position.
ARMS: High on take-off for the SALTO. Optional during the SALTO. Upon landing press the arms to side-middle.
Extend both legs to a straight stand.
ARMS: High.
Walk to the corner and prepare for the next SEQUENCE.

ROUND ONE

ACRO SEQUENCE FOUR

(*)ROUND-OFF; FLIC FLAC; WHIP BACK SALTO; REBOUND

Starting Position: The gymnast begins standing with both feet together on a raised surface (spring board or panel mat)
placed in the corner of the floor.
ARMS: Optional.
Jump with two (2) feet, power hurdle off the raised surface to the floor and execute a ROUND-OFF to create backward power
and acceleration. Immediately punch off both feet reaching back forcefully with the arms to execute a fast FLIC-FLAC. Upon
landing punch off both feet reaching back forcefully with the arms to execute a fast rotating WHIP BACK SALTO.
ARMS: Diagonally-forward-upward showing a slightly closed shoulder angle High position on the hurdle and high throughout
the ROUND-OFF, FLIC-FLAC. Arms are optional during the WHIP BACK SALTO. Upon landing the WHIP BACK SALTO,
the arm position is optional.
Continue creating backward momentum and immediately rebound forcefully backward out of the WHIP BACK SALTO.
Note: A coach is strongly advised to assist (spot) the landing of the rebound (WITHOUT penalty).
This is the completion of ROUND ONE. ROUND TWO, the ACRO SERIES will begin when all gymnasts have completed
ROUND ONE.

ROUND TWO

ACRO SERIES

If reversing the FRONT LIMBER, point the Left foot forward.

(*) FRONT LIMBER; FORWARD ROLL PIKED

Starting Position: The gymnast begins standing with both feet together on the side of the floor inside the border to prepare
for SEQUENCE THREE. This SEQUENCE portion must be performed in a straight line horizontal to the judges.
Point the Right foot forward. Transfer the weight onto the Right foot to execute a “mountain climber entrance” (figure 2) on
the Right leg.
Lift the Left leg backward-upward maintaining a straight line from the hands, torso, and Left leg while reaching for the floor.
Kick the Left leg backward-upward as the torso lowers.
Push off the floor with the Right leg to arrive in a HANDSTAND with legs together, arms straight, shoulders open and
extended, hip angle open and flat, and focus on the hands showing a straight line from the wrists to the ankles. Hold two (2)
seconds.
Continue to open the shoulder angle past the hands and arch the upper back, lowering the straight legs toward the floor.
Place the feet flat on the floor shoulder-width apart or closer with the legs bent to bridge position. Immediately press both
hips and thighs forward, push from the hands and stand up to finish in a straight stand with feet apart or side by side.
FOCUS: Head stays back, connected to the arms on the finish of the LIMBER.
Plié both legs and jump off both feet extending both legs to execute a FORWARD ROLL PIKED. As the hands make contact
with the floor, lower the back of the head and shoulders onto the floor by tucking the chin to the chest keeping the back
rounded.
As the buttocks approach the floor, place the hands at the sides of the body to push to a PIKE stand with the face close to
the legs. The legs must remain straight throughout the roll.

PIKE-UP TO HANDSTAND WITH (*) ½ (180°) TURN TO PIKE-DOWN TO CLEAR
STRADDLE, BACKWARD ROLL TO HANDSTAND; BACKWARD ROLL TO
HANDSTAND WITH (*) ½ (180°) TURN TO PUSH-UP POSITION, TUCK STAND,
STRAIGHT STAND

Maintaining straight legs, immediately, PIKE-UP to a HANDSTAND with the feet together. It is allowed to slightly “jump” off
the toes / feet to initiate the PIKE-UP. Execute a ½ (180°) TURN in the HANDSTAND. The technique of the TURNING
action is optional.
At the completion of the ½ (180°) TURN, maintaining straight legs, PIKE-DOWN, then separate both legs to pass through a
clear straddle position (Straddle “L”).
With the legs straight, begin rolling backward with the head tucked, chin to the chest. With the arms straight and hands
turned inward, reach back to place the sides of the little fingers (heel of the hands) on the floor behind the head no wider than
shoulder width and execute a BACKWARD ROLL TO HANDSTAND with the legs together. The hands are allowed to shift or
hop into the handstand phase. Repeat and execute a second BACKWARD ROLL TO HANDSTAND with the legs together.
Maintaining straight legs, PIKE-DOWN to a PIKE stand on two (2) feet. The hands remain on the floor in the PIKE stand.
With the legs straight OR bent, begin rolling backward with the head tucked, chin to the chest. With the arms straight and
hands turned inward, reach back to place the sides of the little fingers (heel of the hands) on the floor behind the head no
wider than shoulder width and execute a second BACKWARD ROLL TO HANDSTAND with the legs together.
ARMS: High throughout.
Before OR after the HANDSTAND is attained, execute a ½ (180°) TURN on the hands. The technique of the TURN is
optional.
At the completion of the ½ (180°) TURN, maintaining a hollow-body position, lower the body to a PUSH-UP POSITION with
the legs together and the balls of the feet on the floor. PAUSE.
ARMS: Remain in high.
“Jump” both feet forward to arrive in a TUCK STAND with both hands remaining on the floor. Extend both legs to finish in a
STRAIGHT STAND.
ARMS: Left both arms forward-upward to high.
This is the completion of ROUND TWO.

DANCE PASSAGES
(The dance passages must be performed connected as one (1) in a straight line horizontal to the judges.)

DANCE PASSAGE ONE
Pose, FORWARD CHASSÉ OR RUN; (*) SWITCH-LEG LEAP (180°), STRAIGHT LEG
SKIPS (RIGHT and LEFT), TOUR JETÉ (180°) TO ARABESQUE, Lunge

If reversing the SWITCH LEAP using the FORWARD CHASSÉ entrance, step forward Right to perform a FORWARD CHASSÉ Right.

Beginning Pose: Standing upright inside the border. Leg position, arms, and focus are optional.
FORWARD CHASSÉ Entrance into LEAP: Step forward onto the Left foot (turned out slightly) through 4th position demiplié. Push off the floor with both feet to execute a FORWARD CHASSÉ, closing the Right foot behind the Left foot in the air
(tight 5th position). Land in demi-plié on the Right leg, with the Left foot turned out slightly. The Left leg is pointing down
toward the floor.
ARMS: Move both arms to side-middle.
If reversing the SWITCH LEAP using the RUN entrance, step forward starting with the Left foot.

RUN Entrance into LEAP: Step forward Right and continue with the text.
Take two (2) long steps (or low straight leg run) Left, right in demi-plié, then swing the straight Left leg forward-upward to a
minimum of 45° and push off the floor with the Right leg. While in flight, dynamically swing the Left leg backward while
simultaneously swinging the Right leg forward to execute a SWITCH-LEG LEAP with a minimum of 180° even leg separation
in flight. Land on the Right leg in demi-plié with the Left leg extended backward passing through a low arabesque position.
The emphasis is on good upper body posture with extend arms and legs. ARMS: Optional.
If the SWITCH LEAP was reversed, the gymnast must continue reversing the text all the way and including the TOUR JETÉ.
Step forward onto the Left foot through demi-plié. Swing the Right leg forward-upward to a minimum of horizontal while
simultaneously pushing off the floor, extending the Left leg through the hip, knee, ankle and toes swinging the Left leg
backward slightly behind the body to execute a STRAIGHT LEG SKIP RIGHT. Land in demi-plié on the Left foot.
ARMS: On the forward step, lower both arms sideward-downward to low OR reach backward-downward to low. On the leg
swing, lift the arms forward-upward to high and remain in high on landing.
Step forward onto the Right foot through demi-plié. Swing the Left leg forward-upward to a minimum of horizontal while
simultaneously pushing off the floor, extending the
Right leg through the hip, knee, ankle and toes swinging the Right leg backward slightly behind the body to execute a
STRAIGHT LEG SKIP LEFT. Land in demi-plié on the Right foot.
ARMS: On the forward step, lower both arms sideward-downward to low OR reach backward-downward to low. On the leg
swing, lift the arms forward-upward to high and remain in high on landing.

TOUR JETÉ 180°

Take a long step forward onto the Left foot through demi-plié. With squared hips, swing the Right leg forward-upward to
horizontal, while pushing off the floor with the Left leg. At the height of the leg swing, turn 180° with precision to the Left to
execute a TOUR JETÉ. As the 180° turn is completed, dynamically swing the Right leg forward and Left leg backward to
achieve a minimum of 180° leg separation (either diagonal or even split angle). Land on the Right leg in demi-plié, with the
Left leg extended backward, passing through a low arabesque position OR land on both feet in demi-plié. The torso remains
erect throughout.
ARMS: On the forward step, lower both arms sideward-downward to low OR reach backward-downward to low. On the
forward leg swing, lift the arms forward-upward to high and remain in high on landing.
Step back with the Left leg in finish in a Right leg lunge.
ARMS: Remain high.

DANCE PASSAGE TWO
Pose, (*) 1/1 (360°) TURN CHOICES: (PASSÉ, HORIZONTAL or 180° SPLIT) (*) LEG KICK
CHOICES: (RING KICK, EN CLOCHE RING KICK, FORWARD LEG KICK, SIDEWARD LEG KICK,
BACKWARD LEG KICK, NEEDLE LEG KICK), (*) STRETCH JUMP WITH 1/1 (360°) TURN, (*) SPLIT
JUMP (180°), STRADDLE JUMP (180°)
If reversing the 1/1 (360º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ, step forward Right and point the Left foot forward.
(*) 1/1 (360°) TURN PASSÉ
Transfer the weight to the Right foot. The turn preparation
is optional.
ARMS: Optional.
Execute a 1/1 (360º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ to the
Right in relevé, bending the Left knee forward and pulling
the pointed Left foot forward to touch the Right knee
(forward passé).
ARMS: The arms are in high throughout the turn. The
pathway to move the arms to high from the preparation is
optional.
OR
(*) 1/1 (360°) TURN HORIZONTAL
Transfer the weight to the Right foot. The turn preparation
is optional.
ARMS: Optional.
Transfer the weight to the Right foot. Lift the Left leg
upward-back. Immediately, perform a sideward circular
action (rond de jambe) moving the Right leg to a minimum
of HORIZONTAL to execute a 1/1 (360°) TURN to the right
on a straight leg in relevé. The leg position must be attained
within the first 45°- ⅛ of the TURN and maintained to the
completion of the TURN.
ARMS: Optional.
OR
(*) 1/1 (360°) TURN 180° SPLIT
Transfer the weight to the Right foot. The turn preparation
is optional.
ARMS: Optional.
Transfer the weight to the Right foot. Swing the Left leg
upward and grasp the Left leg with both hands and execute
a 1/1 (360°) TURN to the right in a 180° SPLIT on a straight
Right leg in relevé.
AT THE COMPLETION OF ANY OF THE TURN
CHOICES:

Step forward Left onto the Left leg in demi-plié
(straight leg is also acceptable). Immediately
straighten the Left leg to stand with the Right leg
extended backward with the Right foot pointed on
the floor OR step forward Left and close the Right
foot behind the Left foot in relevé “lock” stand.
ARMS: Side-middle.

If the 1/1 (360°) TURN was reversed step one (1) or two (2) steps to return to prepare for the KICK.

The following text provides the gymnast with 6 choices for the KICK. Choose 1.
(*) RING KICK

Step forward one or two steps based on TURN.
Dynamically swing the Left leg backward-upward to execute a
RING position. The upper back should be arched with the head
released. At the peak of the KICK, it is not necessary for the foot
to touch the head; however, the Left foot must be a minimum of
head height (crown).
ARMS: Optional.

(*) SWING (En cloche) RING KICK
Step forward one or two steps based on TURN. Swing
the Left leg forward to a minimum of 45°.
ARMS: Optional.
Dynamically swing the Left leg backward-upward to
execute a RING position. The upper back should be
arched with the head released. At the peak of the KICK,
it is not necessary for the foot to touch the head;
however, the Left foot must be a minimum of head
height (crown).
ARMS: Optional.

(*) FORWARD LEG KICK

Step forward one or two steps based on TURN. Step Left
onto a straight Left leg in relevé.
Swing the Right leg forward to a minimum of shoulder
height. At the height of the kick, the Left knee should be at
the same height of the Left shoulder.
ARMS: Optional.

(*) SIDEWARD LEG KICK
Step forward one or two steps based on TURN. Step forward onto a
straight Left leg in relevé.
Swing the Right leg sideward to a minimum of shoulder height. (The leg
should be kicked behind the arm placed directly to the side or slightly
behind the shoulder.)
ARMS: Optional.

(*) BACKWARD LEG KICK
Step forward one or two steps based on TURN. Step forward
onto a straight Right leg in relevé.
Swing the Left leg backward to a minimum of shoulder height.
ARMS: Optional.

(*) NEEDLE LEG KICK
Step forward one or two steps based on TURN. Step forward
onto a straight Right leg (not in relevé).
Swing the Left leg backward-upward to a minimum of 180° split.
ARMS: Optional.

At the completion of the KICK:
Step forward Left and close the Right foot beside the Left foot. Demi-plié.
ARMS: Optional.
STRETCH JUMP WITH 1/1 (360°) TURN

Push off the floor, extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a STRETCH JUMP WITH 1/1
(360°) TURN to the Right. Demi-plié on landing.
ARMS: High during the JUMP. The pathway to high is optional. Optional on the landing.
Extend both legs to finish in a straight stand.
ARMS: High.

SPLIT JUMP (180°) - STRADDLE JUMP (180°)

Demi-plié both legs.
ARMS: Optional.
Push off the floor, extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a SPLIT JUMP with a 180° even
leg separation.
ARMS: High during the JUMP. The pathway to high is optional.
Close the legs upon landing.
ARMS: The arms may be ANYWHERE from high to low.
Immediately punch off the floor, extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a STRADDLE JUMP
with a minimum of 180° leg separation.
ARMS: High during the JUMP. The pathway to high is optional.
Close both legs and demi-plié on landing.
ARMS: Optional on landing.
Extend both legs to finish in a straight stand.
ARMS: High.

TEN (10) YEARS OLD

ROUND ONE

NATIONAL TESTING SEQUENCES
ACRO SEQUENCE ONE

(*) FRONT HANDSPRING STEP-OUT, FRONT HANDSPRING TWO FEET, FRONT
SALTO (TUCKED OR PIKED OR STRETCHED)

From one (1) to three (3) running steps, hurdle with both arms diagonally-forward-upward showing a slightly closed shoulder
angle and reach both hands forward and place them on the floor side-by-side, shoulder width apart while kicking the Left leg
backward-upward overhead. As the hands contact the floor, forcefully extend through the shoulders creating a powerful
backward-upward movement. Rotate the body in a tight stretched position to execute a FRONT HANDSPRING STEP-OUT.
Repeat a second FRONT HANDSPRING to land on TWO FEET.
While executing the FRONT HANDSPRING STEP-OUT, the goal of the skill is to accelerate and rotate quickly. A large, high
block should be avoided. It should resemble a powerful front walkover with minimal flight and height. It is acceptable
technique to lean both shoulders (planche) over the wrists while activating the backward kick.
ARMS: The shoulder angle opens on the post-flight phase of the skill.
(It is NOT required to show an open shoulder angle throughout if using the “planching” technique, just at the end of the skill.)
FOCUS: On the hands throughout with the head neutral, chin forward.
Upon landing the FRONT HANDSPRING to TWO FEET, immediately punch off both feet. As the body rises, lift the hips
upward while inverting the body, rounding the upper back and bending at the hips and knees to achieve a tight tucked
position to execute a FORWARD SALTO TUCKED, PIKED OR STRETCHED. Land the SALTO on two feet in a controlled
demi-plié OR, then immediately move /rebound / run forward continuing the forward momentum of the acro series. Re-gain
balance and come to a controlled straight stand.
ARMS: High on take-off for the SALTO. Optional during the SALTO. If choosing a “controlled demi-plié” landing, press the
arms to side-middle. If choosing to immediately rebound the arms should be high.
Extend both legs to a straight stand.
ARMS: High
Walk to the corner and turn around to prepare for the next SEQUENCE.

ROUND ONE

ACRO SEQUENCE TWO

(*)ROUND-OFF; FLIC FLAC; WHIP BACK SALTO; WHIP BACK SALTO; REBOUND

Starting Position: The gymnast begins standing with both feet together on a raised surface (spring board or panel mat)
placed in the corner of the floor.
ARMS: Optional.
Jump with two (2) feet, power hurdle off the raised surface to the floor and execute a ROUND-OFF to create backward power
and acceleration. Immediately punch off both feet reaching back forcefully with the arms to execute a fast FLIC-FLAC. Upon
landing punch off both feet reaching back forcefully with the arms to execute a fast rotating WHIP BACK SALTO. Upon
landing punch off both feet reaching back forcefully with the arms to execute a second WHIP BACK SALTO.
ARMS: Diagonally-forward-upward showing a slightly closed shoulder angle High position on the hurdle and throughout the
ROUND-OFF, FLIC-FLAC. Arms are optional during the WHIP BACK SALTOS. Upon landing the second WHIP BACK
SALTO, the arm position is optional.
Continue creating backward momentum and immediately rebound forcefully backward out of the WHIP BACK SALTO.
Note: A coach is strongly advised to assist (spot) the landing of the rebound
(WITHOUT penalty).
Walk to the corner and prepare for the next SEQUENCE.

ROUND ONE

ACRO SEQUENCE THREE

(*)ROUND-OFF, FLIC FLAC; FLIC FLAC, FLIC FLAC, BACKWARD SALTO
STRETCHED, REBOUND

Starting Position: The gymnast begins standing with both feet together on a raised surface (spring board or panel mat)
placed in the corner of the floor.
ARMS: Optional.
Jump with two (2) feet, power hurdle off the panel mat to the floor and execute a ROUND-OFF to create backward power and
acceleration. Immediately punch off both feet reaching back forcefully with the arms to execute a fast FLIC-FLAC.
Immediately repeat a second FLIC-FLAC. Upon landing the FLIC-FLAC on the balls of the feet, immediately rebound
(punch) with the body straight, the head neutral, and the arms reaching upward.
As the body rises, (leaving the floor by vertical continue to rotate upward and backward as the hips rotate over the head to
execute a BACKWARD SALTO STRETCHED. In preparation for the landing, finish the “snap-down action” to continue the
backward momentum.
ARMS: Diagonally-forward-upward showing a slightly closed shoulder angle on the hurdle and high throughout the ROUNDOFF, FLIC-FLAC. Arms are optional during the SALTO. Upon landing, the arm position is high.
Continue creating backward momentum and immediately rebound forcefully backward out of the BACKWARD SALTO
STRETCHED.
ARMS: Remain high.
Note: A coach is strongly advised to assist (spot) the landing of the rebound
(WITHOUT penalty).
Walk to the corner and prepare for the next SEQUENCE.

ACRO SEQUENCE FOUR
BACKWARD SALTO TUCKED

Starting Position: The gymnast begins standing with both feet together on a raised surface (spring board or panel mat)
placed in the corner of the floor.
ARMS: Optional.
Demi-plié both legs and lower the torso slightly. Jumping off the raised surface, extend the torso and dynamically extend the
knees while lifting the knees forward-upward to achieve a minimum or 90° tuck position (hip and knee angle). Hand grasp of
the legs is optional.
Continue to rotate upward and backward as the hips rotate over the head to execute a BACKWARD SALTO TUCKED.
In preparation for the landing, extend the body from the TUCKED position to land with the chest upright.
Land in demi-plié in a balance and controlled position (“stick”).
Extend the legs to finish in a straight stand.
ARMS: Optional in preparation and landing for the SALTO. Move to high, then open to sidewarddiagonally-upward on finish.

FRONT SALTO TUCKED

Step back up onto the raised surface.
Starting Position: The gymnast begins standing with both feet together on a raised surface (spring board or panel mat)
placed in the corner of the floor.
ARMS: Optional.
Jump with two (2) feet off the raised surface to the floor and immediately punch off both feet. As the body rises, lift the hips
upward while inverting the body, rounding the upper back and bending at the hips and knees to achieve a tight tucked
position to execute a FORWARD SALTO TUCKED. Land the SALTO on two feet to a controlled “stick” position.
ARMS: High on take-off for the SALTO. Optional during the SALTO. Upon landing press the arms to side-middle.
Extend both legs to a straight stand.
ARMS: High.

This is the completion of ROUND ONE. ROUND TWO, the ACRO SERIES will begin when all
gymnasts have completed ROUND ONE.

ROUND TWO

ACRO SERIES

(*) FRONT LIMBER, FORWARD ROLL PIKED

Starting Position: The gymnast begins standing with both feet together on the side of the floor inside
the border to prepare for SEQUENCE THREE. This SEQUENCE portion must be performed in a
straight line horizontal to the judges.
ARMS: High.
If reversing the FRONT LIMBER, point the Left foot forward.
Point the Right foot forward. Transfer the weight onto the Right foot to execute a “mountain climber
entrance” (figure 2) on the Right leg.
Lift the Left leg backward-upward maintaining a straight line from the hands, torso, and Left leg while
reaching for the floor. Kick the Left leg backward-upward as the torso lowers.
Push off the floor with the Right leg to arrive in a HANDSTAND with legs together, arms straight,
shoulders open and extended, hip angle open and flat, and focus on the hands showing a straight line
from the wrists to the ankles. Hold two (2) seconds.
Continue to open the shoulder angle past the hands and arch the upper back, lowering the straight legs
toward the floor. Place the feet flat on the floor shoulder-width apart or closer with the legs bent to bridge
position. Immediately press both hips and thighs forward, push from the hands and stand up to finish in
a straight stand with feet apart or side by side.
FOCUS: Head stays back, connected to the arms on the finish of the LIMBER.
Plié both legs and jump off both feet extending both legs to execute a FORWARD ROLL PIKED. As the
hands make contact with the floor, lower the back of the head and shoulders onto the floor by tucking
the chin to the chest keeping the back rounded.
As the buttocks approach the floor, place the hands at the sides of the body to push to a PIKE stand
with the face close to the legs. The legs must remain straight throughout the roll.

PIKE-UP TO HANDSTAND WITH (*) 1 ½ (540°) TURN TO PIKE-DOWN TO CLEAR
STRADDLE, BACKWARD ROLL TO HANDSTAND, BACKWARD ROLL TO
HANDSTAND WITH (*) 1/1 (360°) TURN TO PUSH-UP POSITION, TUCK STAND,
STRAIGHT STAND

Maintaining straight legs, immediately, PIKE-UP to a HANDSTAND with the feet together. It is allowed to slightly “jump” off
the toes / feet to initiate the PIKE-UP. Execute a 1 ½ (540°) TURN in the HANDSTAND. The technique of the TURNING
action is optional.
At the completion of the TURN, maintaining straight legs, PIKE-DOWN, then separate both legs to pass through a clear
straddle position (Straddle “L”).
With the legs straight, begin rolling backward with the head tucked, chin to the chest. With the arms straight and hands
turned inward, reach back to place the sides of the little fingers (heel of the hands) on the floor behind the head no wider than
shoulder width and execute a BACKWARD ROLL TO HANDSTAND with the legs together. The hands are allowed to shift or
hop into the handstand phase.
Maintaining straight legs, PIKE-DOWN to a PIKE stand on two (2) feet. The hands remain on the floor in the PIKE stand.
With the legs straight OR bent, begin rolling backward with the head tucked, chin to the chest. With the arms straight and
hands turned inward, reach back to place the sides of the little fingers (heel of the hands) on the floor behind the head no
wider than shoulder width and execute a second BACKWARD ROLL TO HANDSTAND with the legs together.
ARMS: High throughout.
Before OR after the HANDSTAND is attained, execute a 1/1 (360°) TURN on the hands. The technique of the TURN is
optional.
At the completion of the 1/1 (360°) TURN, maintaining a hollow-body position, lower the body to a PUSH-UP POSITION with
the legs together and the balls of the feet on the floor. PAUSE.
ARMS: Remain in high.
“Jump” both feet forward to arrive in a TUCK STAND with both hand remaining on the floor. Extend both legs to finish in a
STRAIGHT STAND.
ARMS: Left both arms forward-upward to high.
This is the completion of ROUND TWO.

DANCE PASSAGES
(The dance passages must be performed connected as one (1) in a straight line horizontal to the judges.)

DANCE PASSAGE ONE
Pose, FORWARD CHASSÉ OR RUN, (*) SWITCH-LEG LEAP (180°), STRAIGHT LEG
SKIPS (RIGHT and LEFT), TOUR JETÉ (180°) TO ARABESQUE, Lunge

If reversing the SWITCH LEAP using the FORWARD CHASSÉ entrance, step forward Right to perform a FORWARD
CHASSÉ Right.
Beginning Pose: Standing upright inside the border. Leg position, arms, and focus are optional.
FORWARD CHASSÉ Entrance into LEAP: Step forward onto the Left foot (turned out slightly) through 4th position demiplié. Push off the floor with both feet to execute a FORWARD CHASSÉ, closing the Right foot behind the Left foot in the air
(tight 5th position). Land in demi-plié on the Right leg, with the Left foot turned out slightly. The Left leg is pointing down
toward the floor.
ARMS: Move both arms to side-middle.
If reversing the SWITCH LEAP using the RUN entrance, step forward starting with the Left foot.
RUN Entrance into LEAP: Step forward Right and continue with the text.
Take two (2) long steps (or low straight leg run) Left, Right in demi-plié, then swing the straight Left leg forward-upward to a
minimum of 45° and push off the floor with the Right leg. While in flight, dynamically swing the Left leg backward while
simultaneously swinging the Right leg forward to execute a SWITCH-LEG LEAP with a minimum of 180° even leg separation
in flight. Land on the Right leg in demi-plié with the Left leg extended backward passing through a low arabesque position.
The emphasis is on good upper body posture with extend arms and legs. ARMS: Optional.
If the SWITCH LEAP was reversed, the gymnast must continue reversing the text all the way and including the TOUR JETÉ.

Step forward onto the Left foot through demi-plié. Swing the Right leg forward-upward to a minimum of horizontal while
simultaneously pushing off the floor, extending the Left leg through the hip, knee, ankle and toes swinging the Left leg
backward slightly behind the body to execute a STRAIGHT LEG SKIP RIGHT. Land in demi-plié on the Left foot.
ARMS: On the forward step, lower both arms sideward-downward to low OR reach backward-downward to low. On the leg
swing, lift the arms forward-upward to high and remain in high on landing.
Step forward onto the Right foot through demi-plié. Swing the Left leg forward-upward to a minimum of horizontal while
simultaneously pushing off the floor, extending the
Right leg through the hip, knee, ankle and toes swinging the Right leg backward slightly behind the body to execute a
STRAIGHT LEG SKIP LEFT. Land in demi-plié on the Right foot.
ARMS: On the forward step, lower both arms sideward-downward to low OR reach backward-downward to low. On the leg
swing, lift the arms forward-upward to high and remain in high on landing.

TOUR JETÉ (180°)

Take a long step forward onto the Left foot through demi-plié. With squared hips, swing the Right leg forward-upward to
horizontal, while pushing off the floor with the Left leg. At the height of the leg swing, turn 180° with precision to the Left to
execute a TOUR JETÉ. As the 180° turn is completed, dynamically swing the Right leg forward and Left leg backward to
achieve a minimum of 180° leg separation. Land on the Right leg in demi-plié, with the Left leg extended backward, passing
through a low arabesque position OR land on both feet in demi-plié. The torso remains erect throughout.
ARMS: On the forward step, lower both arms sideward-downward to low OR reach backward-downward to low. On the
forward leg swing, lift the arms forward-upward to high and remain in high on landing.
Step back with the Left leg in finish in a Right leg lunge.

ARMS: Remain high.

DANCE PASSAGE TWO
Pose, (*) 1/1 (360°) TURN CHOICES: (PASSÉ, HORIZONTAL or 180° SPLIT),
(*) LEG KICK CHOICES: (RING KICK, EN CLOCHE RING KICK, FORWARD LEG
KICK, SIDEWARD LEG KICK, BACKWARD LEG KICK, NEEDLE LEG KICK),
(*) STRETCH JUMP WITH 1/1 (360°) TURN, (*) SPLIT JUMP (180°), STRADDLE JUMP
(180°)
If reversing the 1/1 (360º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ, step forward Right and point the Left foot forward.

(*) 1/1 (360°) TURN PASSÉ
Transfer the weight to the Right foot. The turn
preparation is optional.
ARMS: Optional.
Execute a 1/1 (360º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ
to the Right in relevé, bending the Left knee
forward and pulling the pointed Left foot forward to
touch the Right knee (forward passé).
ARMS: The arms are in high throughout the turn.
The pathway to move the arms to high from the
preparation is optional.
OR
(*) 1/1 (360°) TURN HORIZONTAL
Transfer the weight to the Right foot. The turn
preparation is optional.
ARMS: Optional.
Transfer the weight to the Right foot. Lift the Left
leg upward-back. Immediately, perform a
sideward circular action (rond de jambe) moving
the Right leg to a minimum of HORIZONTAL to
execute a 1/1 (360°) TURN to the right on a
straight leg in relevé. The leg position must be
attained within the first 45°- ⅛ of the TURN and
maintained to the completion of the TURN.
ARMS: Optional.
OR
(*) 1/1 (360°) TURN 180° SPLIT
Transfer the weight to the Right foot. The turn
preparation is optional.
ARMS: Optional.
Transfer the weight to the Right foot. Swing the
Left leg upward and grasp the Left leg with both
hands and execute a 1/1 (360°) TURN to the right
in a 180° SPLIT on a straight Right leg in relevé .

AT THE COMPLETION OF ANY OF THE TURN CHOICES:
Step forward Left onto the Left leg in demi-plié (straight leg is also acceptable). Immediately straighten the Left leg to stand
with the Right leg extended backward with the Right foot pointed on the floor OR step forward Left and close the Right foot
behind the Left foot in relevé “lock” stand. ARMS: Side-middle.
If the 1/1 (360°) TURN was reversed step one (1) or two (2) steps to return to prepare for the KICK.

The following text provides the gymnast with 6 choices for the KICK. Choose 1.
(*) RING KICK

Step forward one or two steps based on TURN.
Dynamically swing the Left leg backward-upward to execute a RING
position. The upper back should be arched with the head released. At
the peak of the KICK, it is not necessary for the foot to touch the head;
however, the Left foot must be a minimum of head height (crown).
ARMS: Optional.

(*) SWING (En cloche) RING KICK
Step forward one or two steps based on TURN. Swing the Left leg
forward to a minimum of 45°.
ARMS: Optional.
Dynamically swing the Left leg backward-upward to execute a RING
position. The upper back should be arched with the head released.
At the peak of the KICK, it is not necessary for the foot to touch the
head; however, the Left foot must be a minimum of head height
(crown).
ARMS: Optional.

(*) FORWARD LEG KICK
Step forward one or two steps based on TURN. Step Left onto a
straight Left leg in relevé.
Swing the Right leg forward to a minimum of shoulder height. At the
height of the kick, the Left knee should be at the same height of the
Left shoulder.
ARMS: Optional.

(*) SIDEWARD LEG KICK
Step forward one or two steps based on TURN. Step forward onto a
straight Left leg in relevé.
Swing the Right leg sideward to a minimum of shoulder height.
(The leg should be kicked behind the arm placed directly to the side
or slightly behind the shoulder.)
ARMS: Optional.

(*) BACKWARD LEG KICK
Step forward one or two steps based on TURN. Step forward onto a
straight Right leg in relevé.
Swing the Left leg backward to a minimum of shoulder height.
ARMS: Optional.

(*) NEEDLE LEG KICK
Step forward one or two steps based on TURN. Step forward onto a
straight Right leg (not in relevé).
Swing the Left leg backward-upward to a minimum of 180° split.
ARMS: Optional.

At the completion of the KICK:
Step forward Left and close the Right foot beside the Left foot. Demi-plié.
ARMS: Optional.

STRETCH JUMP WITH 1/1 (360°) TURN

Step forward Left and close the Right foot beside the Left foot. Demi-plié.
ARMS: Optional.
Push off the floor, extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a STRETCH JUMP WITH 1/1
(360°) TURN to the Right. Demi-plié on landing.
ARMS: High during the JUMP. The pathway to high is optional. Optional on the landing.
Extend both legs to finish in a straight stand.
ARMS: High.

SPLIT JUMP (180°) – STRADDLE JUMP (180°) -

Demi-plié both legs.
ARMS: Optional.
Push off the floor, extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a SPLIT JUMP with a 180° even
leg separation.
ARMS: High during the JUMP. The pathway to high is optional.
Close the legs upon landing.
ARMS: The arms may be ANYWHERE from high to low.
Immediately punch off the floor, extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a STRADDLE JUMP
with a minimum of 180° leg separation.
ARMS: High during the JUMP. The pathway to high is optional.
Close both legs and demi-plié on landing.
ARMS: Optional on landing.
Extend both legs to finish in a straight stand.
ARMS: High.

